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ABSTRACT
In the last few years the number of systems and devices that
use voice based interaction as grown significantly. For a daily
use of such systems the interaction must be always pleasant-
ness in order to provide an optimal user experience. In this
paper we present a new automatic voice pleasantness clas-
sification system based on prosodic and acoustic patterns of
voice preference. The classification system, based on sup-
port vector machines (SVM), has been developed around a
multi-language voice talent database composed by recordings
of professional speakers in eleven languages. An optimized
feature vector composed by intra- and inter-period character-
istics as well as time and frequency domains contents feeds
the classifier. The system performance was evaluated using
objective metrics and a 5.8% error rate was identified.

Index Terms— Speech analysis, Speech synthesis, Hu-
man voice

1. INTRODUCTION

The use of sound for interaction and its systematization, that
forms the basis for a spoken language, are among the most
natural interaction modes for humans. In the context of these
interactions, beyond implicit linguistic message, we notice
several characteristics of the speaker that give us additional
informations and transmit feelings. For example it is possi-
ble to recognize the identity of the speaker if it is not visible,
distinguishing emotions (happiness, anger, etc..), perceive be-
haviours (nervous, stressed, etc.), or even identify the exis-
tence of any pathology. However, all these features are related
to the source of communication and this is not the subject of
our study. This work aims to assess how the recipient of the
communication is affected by how the speaker transmits the
message, in particular seeks to understand how the voice and
its use can convey a feeling of pleasantness. The ability to ob-
jectively characterize this parameter is particularly important
because it would allow to identify, eventually with commer-
cial potential, voices with specific characteristics suitable for
given communications tasks. Moreover, when applying this
knowledge to text-to-speech systems (TTS), with increasing

maturity and integration, it will be possible to provide an en-
hanced user experience. With naturalness nearly achieved,
the ability to generate a pleasant voice will be a distinguish-
ing factor between systems. It is our belief that this new
theme in the area of voice analysis can bring important bene-
fits, specially in TTS systems where interaction pleasantness
can be the next frontier. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: in the next section we describe the main compo-
nents of the classification system, starting with the support-
ing database and then thoroughly covering the development
of the classifier with a strong emphasis in the feature selection
process. The system performance evaluation and analysis are
then presented followed the main conclusions.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Speech Resources

The first acoustic material was collected during a voice tal-
ent selection process with the aim of building a high quality
voice font for a new TTS system. The first stage was a call
for voice talents which had to fulfil a few profile requirements.
Each candidate had to be a female, have Portuguese as mother
tongue, having studied up to university level, speaking accent
according to the national standard and to have some radio or
theatre vocal experience. The candidates that best fulfilled the
desired profile were invited to send samples of their voices by
their own means. A subjective test was then conducted, us-
ing a 5 points rating MOS scale. The best scored candidates
were then invited to record a small text of 219 words, pho-
netically and prosodically rich and with emotion expressions,
common to all. These recordings were evaluated again by a
survey where each listener elected the best voice for each pre-
sented attribute. The final ranking was obtained by counting
the number of votes each voice received during the survey.

A set of recordings performed within a cooperation be-
tween Siemens AG, Munich, and TU Dresden for the creation
of new voices for an embedded version of the multi-lingual
TTS system ”Papageno” was also used [1]. As before, all the
speakers were selected ensuring that a set of requirements was
fulfilled. The voice had to be intelligible, natural and pleas-



ant. The speaker needed to have phonetic and also prosodic
abilities and should have sufficient stamina for the task.

The acoustic material from both databases was recorded
in professional studios with a sampling rate of 44.1kHz or
higher (mono channel) and with 16 bits resolution. From
all the recordings a set of randomly chosen sentences was
selected in order to obtain around 5 minutes of speech per
speaker. To calculate relative preference scores, since the
number of available speakers varied with the language, we
considered only the best 5 voices for each language. The
final speech database consisted of around 1 hour of record-
ings from 55 speakers, covering a total of 11 languages (Eu-
ropean Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, Spanish, Galician,
Catalan, Danish, Finish, German, UK English, US English
and French). For the development of the classification system
we also included, for each record in the database, the final
position in the respective language ranking (1st to 5th place)
and the correspondent relative preference, obtained by the ra-
tio between the number of votes for that voice and the total
number of votes (0% to 100% range). The former allows to
create multi-language position related classes and the last en-
ables to perform intraclass comparisons under the assumption
that each language sub-set has similar characteristics. The de-
scribed recordings, related scripts and selection process, de-
spite their distinct origin and slight differences, were made
using identical criteria and enabled us to create a homoge-
neous basis for the development of the following work.

2.2. Features

To compose our feature vector we followed some of the rec-
ommendations of Wolf [2] who advocates that the consid-
ered variables should occur naturally and frequently in nor-
mal speech, be easily measurable, have high variability be-
tween speakers, be consistent for each speaker, not change
over time or be affected by the speaker’s health.

With this in mind we constructed a prototype feature vec-
tor based on related areas such as speech/speaker recognition,
emotion recognition and clinical voice analysis. We encom-
passed a broad range of signal aspects, covering intra- and
inter-period characteristics as well as time and frequency do-
mains contents. Additionally we calculated several statistics
that could complement the raw information.

The first set of parameters, measuring inherent signal
properties, consists of the instantaneous power (P ) and its
first (∆P ) and second derivatives (∆∆P ). From these we
calculated four first order statistics, namely average (Av),
standard deviation (Std), skewness (Sk) and kurtosis (Kt),
and extracted the maximum (Max) and minimum (Min)
values of the envelope (minimum was obtained excluding
zeros). Acoustic characteristics comprised the fundamental
frequency (f0) envelope, obtained by following a similar pro-
cedure to the one described for instantaneous power, and,
extracted on a frame basis, 16 Mel-frequency cepstral co-

efficients (MFCC) from 20ms windows with 5ms overlaps.
A speaker model based on 4 Gaussian Mixtures (GMM)
was then estimated from the MFCCs using the Expectation-
Maximization algorithm (EM). (MFCCci represents the ith

Gaussian of coefficient c.) This speaker model will be inde-
pendently processed. For the vowels that are common to all
the languages (in the phonetic sense) we have extracted the
first four formants and their related bandwidth ([V]i repre-
sents the frequency of formant i for vowel [V]) and calculated
the above mentioned four first order statistics.

Another quality factor is the stability and cross period co-
herence of the signal in voiced sounds. For evaluating this we
considered jitter (J), shimmer (S) and harmonic to noise ratio
(HNR). From a source-filter model, where a given excitation
p(k), centred on instant k, composed by a sum of consecutive
pulses with amplitude Ai, separated by a period T and with
an admissible variation ∆T for the period i, described by:

p(k) =
∑

i

Aiδ(k − iT −∆Ti) (1)

we calculated jitter J(k) (local) in period k as the average
absolute difference between consecutive periods Ti divided
by the average period:

J(k) =
∑N

i=1 |Ti − Ti+1|∑N
i=1 Ti

(2)

Besides jitter local (Jloc) we have also included similar
metrics: Jitter absolute (Jabs), relative average perturbation
(Jrap), period perturbation quotient and periodic difference
(Jddp) are the related metrics. In addition we have also con-
sidered shimmer whose calculation is identical to jitter but
focused on the amplitudes (Ai). We accounted for six vari-
eties of shimmer: local (Sloc), local in dB (SdB), periodic
difference (Sddp) and three amplitude perturbation quotients
(SapqN (k)), calculated for 3, 5 and 11 consecutive points.

SapqN (k) =
1
N

∑N
i=1

∣∣∣Ai − 1
2Q+1

∑Q
q=−QAi+q

∣∣∣
1
N

∑N
i=1Ai

(3)

In equation 3 the variable N represents the number of
used pulses in the calculation and Q = (N − 1)/2. All jit-
ter and shimmer varieties were calculated according to Praat’s
[3] description. The relation between harmonic and noise sig-
nal components was also considered. We used an harmonic to
noise ratio (HNR) based on the spectral energy as shown in
equation 4 and the same value in dB (HNRdB).

HNR =
∑

ω |H(ω)Harmonic|2∑
ω |H(ω)Noise|2

(4)

Phonation speed was measures by word rate (WR), as
words/s, speaking rate (SR), as phonemes/s, and pause rate



(PR), as the relation between pause time and total speaking
time.

The final prototype vector was composed by 18 signal
features, 274 acoustic features, 14 periodicity features and
4 phonation speed features, leading to a total of 310 dimen-
sions.

2.3. Feature Selection

To form the described prototype feature vector we gathered,
without a strict selection, characteristics from different areas
related with our subject. From the total 310 dimensions only
182 will be considered for optimization, the remaining 128
constitute the speaker model that will be handled separately.
Some of the 182 components of the acoustic/prosodic vector
may provide little or redundant information which results in
an increased complexity on the development of the classifier.
In order to build an optimized feature vector we performed an
initial analysis for identifying the most discriminant feature
sub-set. In a first step, considering that the values on each
dimension followed a Gaussian distribution, we normalized
the feature components by calculating their Z-values. This
procedure centred the points in the origin and equalized the
range of values. We then defined as outliers all the points
who exceed in value two standard deviations, in any vector di-
mension, and removed them. A variation of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test [4] was used to verify the initial assumption that
the values on each dimension followed a normal distribution.
To prune dimensions of the feature space we analysed the dis-
criminative power provided by each feature using a t-test with
90% confidence interval. The test allowed to understand if the
mean values of the feature for the two classes were different
and if the information provided by a given feature could al-
low to distinguish between classes. The features that have not
passed these tests where discarded. The discriminatory power
of the remaining features was individually quantified, for two
equiprobable classes, using the Fisher’s discriminatory ratio
(FDR):

FDR =
(µ1 − µ2)2

σ2
1 + σ2

2

(5)

In equation 5, µ and σ represent respectively the mean and
standard deviation of a given dimension for classes 1 and 2.
Using this metric we sorted the features in descending order
and built a new feature list using the following procedure [5]:

1. The best ranked feature f1 is the top-ranked in the
FDR’s ranked list. The next feature f2 is obtained by

f2 = max
j

{
w1FDRj − w2ρ

2
f1,j

}
, j 6= f1 (6)

where FDRj is the feature’s FDR value, ρf1,j repre-
sents the cross-correlation between the feature in anal-
ysis and the remaining features and w1 and w2 are used

defined weights that allow to adjust the contribution of
each criteria to the overall feature ranking (in our case
we empirically chosen w1 = 0.3 and w2 = 0.7).

2. The next feature is selected using an analogous for-
mulation but now considering the average correlations
with all the previously selected features:

fk = max
j

{
w1FDRj −

a2

k − 1

k−1∑
r=1

ρ2
fr,j

}
(7)

with k = 3, 4, . . . ,m, j 6= fr and r = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1.

From this multi-criteria ranked feature list we have se-
lected the 20 highest ranked features and performed an ex-
haustive search for combinations of 10 features using scatter
matrices [6]. This number of features was chosen to ensure
a good generalization performance of the classifier since we
have a reduced number of points. As cost function for class
separability measurement we used the J3 criteria defined as:

J3 = trace
{

S−1
w Sb

}
(8)

where Sw is the intraclass scatter matrix, defined as:

Sw =
C∑

c=1

PiSi (9)

where Pi is the probability of each class c and Si is the re-
lated covariance matrix. Still in equation 8, Sb represents the
interclass scatter matrix,

Sb =
c∑

i=1

Pi(µi − µ0)(µi − µ0)T (10)

where µi is the class mean vector and µ0 is the mean vector
considering all classes. Using an exhaustive search we com-
bined sets of 10 features from the 20 previously selected and
retained the one that maximized the J3 criterion. The features
that composed our final optimized vector were Jrap, ∆f0Max,
∆f0Sk, ∆EAv, Sapq3, f0Av, ∆∆EKt, [6]f1BW, [@]f2 and
∆ESk (phonetic symbols are encoded in SAMPA).

As an alternative to the described procedure for building a
composite feature ranking we used the minimum redundancy
maximum relevance (MRMR) feature selection methodol-
ogy [7]. MRMR can dynamically adjusts the importance
of redundancy and relevance criteria while achieving a rea-
sonably optimised set of features. With this methodology
we obtained the following set of features: ∆∆EKt, ∆EAv,
∆EMax, f0Max, f0Av, [@]f2, ∆EKt, ∆∆f0Max, EKt and
∆∆f0Min.

Both feature lists are presented by order of importance
in accordance with the related selection methodology. The
suitability of the final feature vectors for class discrimination
will be evaluated in subsection 3.



Table 1. Voice preference classification error for a 90% con-
fidence interval using a SVM based classifier with linear ker-
nel function.

#Classes FDR MRMR

2 14.9 ± 1.7% 8.8 ± 1.3%
2 (OR) 5.8 ± 2.1% 12.3 ± 2.5%
5 10.4 ± 1.4% 14.6 ± 1.9%
5 (OR) 25.6 ± 2.3% 35.9 ± 2.4%

2.4. Classifier

For class discrimination we used a support vector machines
(SVM) based classifier whose training relies on the optimiza-
tion of a cost function. The use of SVM was preferred to
the multilayer perceptron approach, an initial option, due to
a guaranteed convergence to a global optimum and due to
the simple hyperplane based model. The use of a kernel al-
lows the algorithm to find the maximum-margin hyperplane
in a transformed feature space. For training the system we
randomly selected 80% of the database records and left the
remaining 20% for testing. Since the number of available
records is not high the training/testing procedure was per-
formed 100 times in order to get statistically meaningful re-
sults. We used three classifiers for the speaker model (SM),
based on MFCCs and multi-Gaussian distributions, and an-
other three for the optimized feature vector (FV), both trained
with distinct random data. A late fusion based on a weighted
voting scheme (40%SM+60% FV) allows to find the final cat-
egory estimation. The proposed classifier system can be ap-
plied to both human or synthetic voices.

3. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

In order to find an optimal classifier we assessed the system’s
performance when varying the type of kernel function, the
feature selection procedure and the number of distinct classes.
As kernel functions we considered the following types: lin-
ear, quadratic, radial basis functions (RBF) and sigmoid func-
tions. The feature selection methodology varied between the
two above mentioned cases: based on the FDR cost function
or using MRMR. Concerning the classes, we evaluated the
discrimination between all the five voice ranking scores and,
on another situation, we evaluated the discrimination between
the top rated class and the others grouped in a single class. In
both cases and due to the reduced number of records we also
evaluated the effect of outlier removal (OR) in the database
(we defined as outlier any record that exceeded two standard
deviations from the mean value). The obtained results are pre-
sented in tables 1 and 2 where we can observe that the use of a
feature selection based on the FDR in conjunction with a two
classes outlier free dataset leaded to the best results.

Table 2. Voice preference classification error for a 90% con-
fidence interval using a SVM based classifier (two classes out-
lier free dataset).

Fisher MRMR

Linear 5.8±2.1% 12.3±2.5%
Quadratic 12.7±2.7% 9.5±3.3%

RBF 9.5±2.4% 20.5±2.9%
Sigmoid 9.7±4.4% 12.3±3.1%

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented an a new automatic voice tal-
ent classification system based on prosodic and acoustic pat-
terns of voice preference. We started by introducing the im-
portance and then motivations for the study and evaluation of
voice preference and widely described the main aspects of the
voice talent database that served the development of the sys-
tem. Then we explained how the feature vector was composed
and optimized. Finally the system performance was evaluated
with several trials, to improve the statistical significance of
the results, and by varying relevant parameters. The devel-
oped classification system, in conjunction with the described
feature vector, performed well and achieved 5.8± 2.1% error
rate for a 90% confidence interval.
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